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Georgia Department of Transportation 
 
1149-MM-06-EC01 
Comment:  I would like to provide written comments from the Georgia Department of Transportation 
(GDOT) concerning the Savannah Harbor Expansion Project (SHEP) General Reevaluation Report (GRR) 
and Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) that was released in November 2010. My previous letters 
dated July 22 and August 18, 2010 stated our commitment to the SHEP, including our willingness to fund 
the Locally Preferred Plan (LPP) to a depth from 47 to 48 feet. It is still our hope that you will re-evaluate 
the information and agree with us that the 48 foot plan should be the National Economic Development 
Plan (NED). Please be assured that our commitment continues for this vital project. Our comments below 
are provided in the spirit of partnership. 
 
Response:  It is important to recall that the NED plan is the alternative that fulfills the Federal objective 
and maximizes the net economic benefits to the [entire] nation while taking into account 
environmental, societal, and other considerations.  After a very thorough analysis and rigorous review, 
the NED Plan was found to be the -47 feet deepening alternative.  In fact, benefits do increase beyond -
47-feet; however, it is just that the net benefits (difference between benefits and costs) are maximized 
at -47-foot depth.  The NED plan serves as the basis for cost-sharing, which in turn sets the limit for 
Federal government financing.  If other alternatives are economically viable, the non-Federal sponsor 
has the option of recommending a plan other than the NED, i.e., a Locally-Preferred Plan.  In this 
instance, the -48-foot alternative represents the Locally-Preferred Plan for the SHEP.  In light of 
subsequent discussions held between Savannah District and the State, the Corps will not select the 48-
foot depth alternative for implementation.  

1149-MM-06-EN01, 1149-MM-06-EC02 
Comment:  Please revisit the impact of salinity change on ship buoyancy and the need for additional 
depth at the upper end of the harbor. The report mentions there are no effects. While the water at 
Garden City is not purely fresh, it does have less salinity than ocean sea water. The change in salinity may 
be enough to justify a third of a foot or so for additional draft and can be added to the other factors to 
contribute to make the NED a 48 foot rather than a 47 foot plan. 
 
Response:  The Savannah Harbor Pilots Association confirmed the difference in draft resulting from 
salinity differences between the entrance channel and Garden City is 20 cm or 0.66 ft.  All drafts 
reported by the SHPA are referenced to a fresh water datum.  Therefore, the presence of salinity would 
only serve to reduce the underkeel requirement as it would make the ship more buoyant. 

The underkeel clearances stated in the Economics Appendix- Section 2.6 account for dynamic 
conditions, viz., squat, trim, and freshwater sinkage.  Once these factors are netted out, the underkeel 
clearance requirements are represent the standard practice in the Port, which happen to be comparable 
to those of other ports.  This issue will be clarified in the final GRR-Economics Appendix. 
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1149-MM-06-EC03 
Comment:  Since the release of the report in November, Egypt has experienced political unrest. As 
owners of the Suez Canal, there may be changes that could influence shippers to more heavily use the 
Panama Canal. This could increase the use of Savannah beyond what the report shows and require a 48 
foot channel. 
 
Response:  The Corps of Engineers guidance on deep-draft navigation projects emphasizes using 
empirical data [whenever possible] and to make forecasts over a 50-year period of analysis.  This is a 
prudent approach because data on past and present problems help shape the future without-project 
condition scenario.  This, in turn, serves as a baseline for project formulation and evaluation 
[comparisons].  As expected, a 50-year forecast contains uncertainty; therefore, several sensitivity 
analyses were performed using lower growth rates, no growth, and increased packaging densities.  For 
the most part, the results show project improvements [deepening] are economically justified.  

Economic conditions can change markedly from year to year.  For example, in 2009 there were dramatic 
declines in worldwide cargo volumes and shipbuilding [economic downturn], whereas more recently 
external events such as Middle East unrest and the tsunami in Japan have likewise affected the shipping 
industry.  Therefore, application of a longer [50-year] period of analysis helps to reduce short-term 
volatility and provides a more accurate economic picture [smoothing the curve]. 

1149-MM-06-EV01 
Comment:  The project includes removing approximately 217,263 cubic yards of new work material 
between stations 4+000 and 6+375. This material is planned to be placed in Jones Oysterbed Island 
disposal area. Could that material be placed at the eroded area between Long and Bird Island near 
station 10+000? This would save capacity in the disposal areas. 
 
Response:  The subject area experiences erosion due to high current velocities.  Without detailed 
engineering studies, it does not appear appropriate to place unconsolidated dredged material into such 
a dynamic area.  Also, additional environmental clearances would have to be obtained to permit 
discharge of dredged material into open water at that location. 

1149-MM-06-EC04 
Comment:  Have you double checked to make sure the ships that will be used for rapid deployment of 
the military from Savannah will not need a 48 foot channel during the next 50 years? 
 
Response:  Only commercial vessels were examined in the fleet analysis.  Vessels used in deployment 
operations [civilian/military] generally require lesser drafts [33 feet].  Therefore, the existing channel 
should be able to address those needs. 
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Georgia Ports Authority 
 
Comment:  This letter is to manifest my personal commitment and support for this project of national 
interest to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Secretary of the Army, Department of Commerce, 
Department of the Interior, Department of the Army and the Environmental Protection Agency for the 
deepening of the Savannah Harbor to 48 ft. at mean low water. 

Response:  Comment noted. 
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Georgia Port Authority 
 
Page 4 
 
767-MM-21-EC01 
Comment:  According to the GPA's careful analysis, the ample net transportation benefits are 
understated. Adjustment of even a few of the overly conservative assumptions used by the Corps results 
in maximization of net benefits with a 48-foot channel, qualifying it as the National Economic 
Development (“NED”) plan that the GPA recommended. 
 
Response:  The study team used empirical data and input from independent consultants in the shipping 
industry to develop the transportation figures used in the economic analysis.  To address some of the 
uncertainties in the future without project condition, the study team ran several sensitivity analyses. 
Nearly all of these scenarios resulted in the -47 foot depth being the NED alternative.  Admittedly, there 
are added efficiency savings beyond -47 feet, but the incremental costs offset the additional savings 
[lower net benefits]. 

Page 9 
 
767-MM-21-EC02 
Comment:  Whether the Corps should recommend expansion to a MLW depth of 47 feet or a MLW depth 
of 48 feet is an open issue. The GPA supports expansion to a MLW depth of 48 feet and asks that the 
final agency action adopt the 48-foot depth. The Corps calculated that a 48-foot SHEP would save more 
than $150 million in transportation costs annually, and that net economic benefits should average $115 
million a year over the next 50 years. The resulting benefits to cost ratio of 4.3:1 satisfies Water 
Resources Development Act (“WRDA”) criteria for supporting the project. 
 
Response:  The Corps’ Principles & Guidelines defines the Federal objective as “contributing to National 
Economic Development (NED) consistent with protecting the environment”.  The NED plan represents 
the alternative that reasonably maximizes the project’s defined benefits [to the nation] in comparison to 
its economic costs.  

In the case of Savannah Harbor, the 47-foot deepening alternative resulted in the highest net change in 
benefits over costs, thus rendering it the NED plan.  In accordance with Corps policy, a non-Federal 
project sponsor has the choice of choosing another option, i.e., the locally-preferred plan - 48-foot 
depth.  However, departures from the NED alternative have cost-sharing implications and need to be 
approved by the Assistant Secretary of the Army, Civil Works. 

Using numbers in the Draft GRR and EIS, the Corps recognizes that the difference in net benefits 
between the 47-foot NED plan and the 48-foot Locally-Preferred Plan is roughly $300,000 per year, 
which is less than 1/2 percent of the calculated benefits.  In light of the 25 percent contingency placed 
on project costs, the difference is small.  However, Corps policy states that when two plans produce 
roughly the same amount of benefits, the Corps should generally select the plan that costs the least to 
implement.  In this case, the 47-foot NED plan would cost roughly $37 million less to implement than the 
48-foot Locally-Preferred Plan.  Therefore, Corps policy indicates that the 47-foot depth should be 
selected. 
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With the authorization provided by Congress for the SHEP, the views of the four Federal agency heads 
are of particular interest.  In this case, the USFWS and their parent Department of Interior identified that 
the 48-foot depth alternative would produce greater environmental impacts to resources over which 
they are responsible.  As a result, they do not support the 48-foot depth alternative. 

As a result of both Corps policy and in recognition of the views of the Department of Interior, the Corps 
elected to select the 47-foot NED depth alternative for implementation rather than the 48-foot Locally-
Preferred Plan. 

Page 10 
 
767-MM-21-EC03 
Comment:  The GPA agrees the SHEP will generate substantial transportation savings that easily justify 
project approval. However, the Corps analysis significantly understates the economic benefits the SHEP 
will generate, particularly in the 47 to 48 feet channel depth range, for several reasons. The Corps 
analysis relies on unrealistic conservative assumptions of the vessel fleet utilization and of the loading 
drafts of the vessels expected to call on the Savannah Harbor. 
 
Response:  The assumptions used by the study team were based on empirical field data and from input 
provided by independent consultants [within and outside the shipping industry].  These suppositions 
were vetted several times by technical reviewers, policy specialists, and independent panels.  While 
some may feel the District was overly conservative in its assumptions, the agency is confident those 
assumptions are reasonable and will be validated by future events in the shipping industry.  

767-MM-21-EC04 
Comment:  First, the Corps assumes a certain percentage of post-Panamax ships calling on the Savannah 
Harbor will take advantage of favorable tidal conditions and adjust their loads accordingly. In fact, the 
Corps assigns maximum practicable capacity of vessels using 5-feet of usable tide as one of the 
considerations. This assumption is unrealistic, and the Corps provides no explicit rationale for assuming 
that vessel assignments will be made on the basis of using five feet of tide. 
 
Response:  The determination or measure of underkeel clearance (UKC) on economic studies is in 
accordance with Corps planning guidance, which recommends evaluation of actual vessel operator and 
pilot practice with adjustment as appropriate or practical for with-project conditions.  General "rules of 
thumb" such as allowing 10 percent of the transit draft for clearance have been long superseded with 
efforts to evaluate actual practice because such guidelines tended to be conservative and overly 
generous in allowance compared to what is often actually employed or needed.  With respect to 
reviewer concerns that the allowances of 4.0 feet seem more than needed or excessive it may be of 
value to present a general discussion of allowances for underkeel clearance.  Generally, practices for 
underkeel clearance are determined through review of written pilotage rules and guidelines, interviews 
with pilots and vessel operators, and analysis of actual past and present practices based on relevant 
data for vessel movements.  With regard to evaluation of data concerning actual practices, typically 
underkeel clearance is benchmarked or measured relative to measured  immersed vessel draft in the 
static condition (i.e., motionless at dockside).  Evaluation of when the vessel is moved or initiates transit 
relative to immersed draft, tide stage and commensurate water depth allows reasonable evaluation of 
clearance throughout the course or time of vessel transit within a given waterway.  When clearance is 
measured in the static condition explicit estimation or allowances for squat, trim, and sinkage are 
unnecessary as the pilot or vessel operator has already accounted for such influences within allowances 
observed.  Alternatively explained, if a pilot or vessel operator is willing to move a vessel with three feet 
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of clearance as measured in the static condition this indicates that net clearance in the dynamic (moving 
condition) may be actually one and a half (1.5) to two (2.0) feet given allowances of perhaps as much as 
a foot to 1.5 feet for squat relative to speed, net changes in trim, and degree of influence for sinkage 
(where applicable).  Evaluation of all movements renders a distribution of clearance, with many 
observations or vessel movements employing more than is needed simply due to timing and varying 
degree of unconstrained drafts for relatively smaller vessels.  Evaluation of minimized clearance (i.e., 
some level of clearance below which operators or pilots will not move a vessel due to concerns for 
insufficient safety) helps to quantify the window(s) of time each day a given vessel with a specified 
immersed draft can be moved relative to tide.  Given the measurement of clearance in the described 
manner combined with input from pilots on their practices has revealed that underkeel clearance in 
Savannah is slightly more than many US coastal ports. 
 
General evaluation of practices for UKC at most coastal ports in the United States has revealed that 
clearances for all vessel types are often 2.0 to 3.0 feet measured in the static condition for many 
historical fleets having Panamax or lesser service with an average of approximately 2.7 feet for vessels of 
Handymax up through about Panamax size.  Most coastal ports also have comparatively limited runs or 
distances between ocean approaches and dock facilities (i.e., less than 20 miles) so loss of tidal 
advantage during transit is less of a concern compared to Savannah.  Regarding vessel size under with-
project conditions it is understood that most post-Panamax vessels need more clearance depending on 
blockage factors, currents, and relative confinement of the waterway with most post-Panamax 
containerships needing about 3.3 to 3.6 feet for vessels with breadths of 120 to nearly 150 feet, lengths 
overall (LOA) approaching 1,150 feet and summer loadline drafts of 46 to approximately 49.0 feet.  At 
Savannah, the required clearance for vessel sizes of Panamax and up through the first generation of 
post-Panamax hulls (approximately 123 feet in breadth and up to approximately 1,120 feet in length) 
based on pilot guidance and actual experience is approximately 4.0 feet.  The additional margin above 
3.3 to 3.6 feet is due to time for the relatively long run upriver and downriver between the ocean 
approach and dock facilities (about 25 miles), currents and blockage, and the notable change in salinity 
and resulting influence for sinkage associated with the more prevalent freshwater environment upriver.  
During the course of studies it was discussed with the pilots whether the larger classes of containerships 
(beyond first generation post-Panamax hulls) would require more clearance and it was indicated that 
larger hulls would likely require some increase in UKC to maintain an acceptable level of safety, though 
how much had not been determined.  Given experience with hydraulics of the waterway, past traffic, 
and the relative stability in clearance allowances based on size progression from Handymax and 
Panamax through first generation post-Panamax, it was asked if another quarter of a foot would be 
sufficient and the pilots indicated this to be acceptable for study purposes with the estimate rounded up 
to the nearest tenth of a foot (to 4.3 feet) as ultimately applied for analysis of second generation post-
Panamax containerships.   Given the preceding discussion concerning distance for transit and freshwater 
influence characteristic of Savannah Harbor, the allowances for UKC applied for studies of Savannah 
Harbor are considered reasonable and consistent when compared to other deep-draft harbors situated 
along the coastline of the United States. 
 
Page 11 
 
767-MM-21-EC05 
Comment:  There are several statements in the Corps report that appear to contradict use of five feet of 
tide in vessel assignments. 
 
Response:  See previous response.  
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767-MM-21-EC06, 767-MM-21-EC07 
Comment:  The concern about “just in time” arrivals would indicate that use of five feet of tide is not a 
predominant factor in vessel deployment decisions or operating practices. It was also clear from industry 
representatives and confirmed by empirical field data that a critically important factor in deployment of 
container vessels is maintaining the schedule. Waiting for five feet of tide does not comport with the 
need for dependable scheduling. By examining actual vessel calls at various ports, as noted below, design 
drafts are generally two to three feet greater than the channel design depth. To wait for five feet of tide 
is not “likely” according to operators and empirical data as described previously. Figure 19 on Page 25 of 
the Economic Appendix indicates very few vessels ride the tide more than a few feet. 
Assuming a tide utilization of two to three feet as reflected in the empirical data rather five feet as the 
Corps assumed would most likely increase the NED depth, probably by two or three feet. 
 
Response:  See response to 767-MM-21-EC04. 
 
Page 12 
 
767-MM-21-EC08 
Comment:  Additionally, it was not evident that the Corps included the costs of landside delays within its 
analysis of the costs resulting from tidal delays. In shipping, if a vessel is delayed from either arriving to 
or departing from the berth due to tide, significant direct and indirect costs are incurred with respect to 
landside activities including stand-by fees for labor, trucker wait time and fuel costs, rail administration 
from rebooking cargo, staffing times at distribution and deconsolidation centers and, with just-in-time 
deliveries, production delays at manufacturing facilities. The costs of landside delays need to be factored 
into the evaluations of benefits of deepening. 
 
Response:  The PDT explored the issue of obtaining information on landside costs of tide delay from the 
GPA.  Following coordination with the USACE chief economist it was determined that this information 
would not qualify as NED benefits.  However, while vessel delays due to landside reasons were not 
accounted for, the delays for ocean side are.  A vessel can be delayed for a variety of reasons - 
insufficient channel depth, another transiting vessel, etc.   The unloading rate at the dock is a variable 
input to the HarborSym analysis that was performed.  The user inputs three likely loading/unloading 
scenarios (Minimum, Most Likely, Maximum) that ensure a vessels time at the dock varies slightly 
throughout the period of analysis. 
 
Page 13 
 
767-MM-21-EC09 
Comment:  Third, the projected vessel fleet distribution projections do not seem to match extensive 
empirical data from other ports that are supported by industry studies, trade publications and academic 
studies. Data from Savannah and from other ports show that vessel fleets are comprised of a distribution 
of incremental vessel design drafts generally growing gradually from the smaller vessels then peaking at 
a design draft two or three feet greater than the channel design depth and then dropping off rapidly. 
This fleet distribution pattern is referred to in the Corps report as a “cluster” distribution. On occasion, 
vessels with design drafts more than two to three feet greater than the channel design depth call at 
ports, but that does not appear to happen on a regular basis. 
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Response:  An updated world fleet forecast by vessel [depth] class was obtained from MSI.  The 
relationship between the world fleet and the vessels predicted to call at Savannah has been updated 
and the revised analysis included in the Final GRR.  This update included an evaluation of the recent 
economic downturn [in the worldwide economy], its effects on order cancellations and new purchases, 
and the most currently available outlook of fleet expansion through 2030.  This evaluation includes an 
update of vessels [by capacity] calling at Savannah during the 2000-2010 timeframe and the subset of 
that capacity which will be in PPX1 and PPX2 vessels.  
 
Page 14 
 
767-MM-21-EC10 
Comment:  The MPC calculation is critical to the analysis and identification of the NED Plan because it 
controls how much cargo would be carried on each vessel. While the GPA understands that vessels rarely 
sail at maximum design draft, vessels do regularly sail at drafts beyond the MPC assigned by the Corps in 
the report. The sensitivity analysis shows that if the MPC is adjusted for efficient vessel loading without 
the constraints assigned to the draft through the MPC, then the 48 foot depth has the maximum average 
annual benefits. The practice of limiting vessel drafts with an assigned MPC for vessel classes restricts 
the full benefits of the project from being identified. 
 
Response:  Containerships carry cargo destined for multiple ports, but the goods are loaded onto a 
single vessel [at a given time].  This necessitates that the load factor analysis use averages to estimate 
the amount of cargo [and associated drafts].  The only way to perform a true directional deployment 
analysis would be to know the “vessel’s manifest” for an entire journey.  Since that information is 
proprietary, the study team was compelled to rely on data for cargo being loaded/unloaded at 
Savannah.   Nonetheless, by applying average empties, bunkerage, and other factors, the team was able 
to estimate the aggregate tonnage on a vessel at a particular time given the vessel’s draft. 
 
767-MM-21-EC11 
Comment:  Finally, the report mentions the use of the Suez Canal as an alternate route for Far East – 
East Coast US trade but apparently does not include using the Suez Canal as a reasonable alternate 
assumption to using the Panama Canal. At least two Corps reports, Miami and Norfolk, identified the 
Suez Canal as a reasonable alternate assumption for trade with Asia. There are also data to support that 
the Suez alternative is currently being used for Far East-ECUS trade. Whether that use will continue after 
the Panama Canal is expanded is unknown. While the assumption of a competitive Suez Canal may not 
have been reasonable in the past, it appears to be reasonable now. With the economies of scale in the 
current and most likely future world fleet as well as shifting points of origin of manufacturing in Asia 
from China to the sub-continent, as is happening, it would actually be more economical to ship FE-ECUS 
via Suez rather than Panama. This does not suggest the analysis should be revised, but only to recognize 
in the risk and uncertainty analysis that delay of an expanded Panama Canal would not affect the 
justification for channel deepening. Whether the NED benefits might be greater or less using the Suez 
route, the channel increment of depth maximizing net benefits would not likely change. That is to say, 
selection of the NED Plan is not dependent on or sensitive to completion of the Panama Canal expansion. 
 
Response:  More recent trade data support the growing importance of transit through the Suez Canal 
for Asian trade and concomitant decreased reliance on the Panama Canal for same.  The updated 
economic analysis includes the expectation of additional use of the Suez Canal for some routes. 
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Page 15 
 
767-MM-21-EN01, 767-MM-21-EN02 
Comment:  Another item that needs to be addressed with respect to the NED plan is the project cost 
analysis. While not a part of the economics analysis, the cost impacts NED plan identification. A 25% 
contingency factor is placed on essentially every element which seems excessive for many elements of 
the cost estimate. An explanation would be helpful to understand the 25% contingency factor 
particularly for dredging costs. The Corps dredges millions of cubic yards every year from the Savannah 
River Channel and has been doing so for many years. Data on the annual costs for each of the past 10 
years might be helpful in judging whether the 25% contingency is appropriate. Regardless of whether 25 
% is the appropriate contingency factor according to Corps regulations, those regulations describe 
maximum, most likely, and minimum levels of risk in the estimating process. It seems that the 
contingency factors for this report are reported at the maximum level of risk. In order to compare costs 
and benefits on an equal basis, it seems appropriate to use both costs and benefits at their “most likely” 
level in order to get appropriate comparison. 
 
Response:  While individual project elements certainly vary, the District seeks to realize a cumulative 
80% confidence in its estimate of the total project cost.  The 25% contingency [used for this project] was 
necessary to obtain the noted overall resultant of all risk at this 80% confidence interval.  Given the 
variation in risk levels, those which vary the most are captured on a sensitivity chart in the cost/risk 
appendix. 

Page 16 
 
767-MM-21-EC12 
Comment:  Each of the individual sensitivity tests suggests only one or in a few cases two alternate 
assumptions. None of the alternate assumptions standing alone or in twos cause the outcome of the 
analysis to change. Examination of the sensitivity analysis shows the alternate assumptions used for 
sensitivity testing themselves do not reflect a reasonable range of assumptions. The two most critical 
assumption sensitivities are not addressed at all, i.e., use of five feet of tide in the loading calculations 
and recognizing and testing the sensitivity of the cluster effect of fleet distribution. The GPA believes 
these two assumptions should be tested with sensitivity analyses. 
 
Response:   The 5-foot of usable tide is based on analysis of physical conditions in the harbor and is not 
a parameter that the project could change.  Therefore, analysis of altering that parameter is not 
warranted.  Section 5.2 of the Economic Appendix describes the sensitivity analyses that the Corps 
performed related to vessel availability and loadings.  Sensitivity analyses 6 – 13 result in different vessel 
fleets, as suggested in the comment. 
 
767-MM-21-EC13 
Comment:  The Corps’ transportation cost-focused analysis overlooks other economic benefits the SHEP 
will generate. The full economic benefits from the SHEP will be more substantial for nearby Georgia and 
South Carolina populations that constitute the metro-Savannah region as well as for Georgia generally 
than the Corps analysis takes into account. The Corps does not consider investments made by port users, 
nor does it consider indirect multiplier impacts for the region. 
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Response:  An updated and expanded socioeconomic resources section for the SHEP EIS is included in 
the final document.  Output from the economic Impact Forecasting System Model has also been 
included to describe the project’s potential economic impacts to the local economy.  
 
Page 18 
 
767-MM-21-EV01 
Comment:  Dr. Humphreys is the Director of the Selig Center for Economic Growth. The study included 
data for the Savannah Harbor and the port at Brunswick, Georgia. The studies are attached to these 
comments as Exhibits A and B. The GPA requests that the Corps include these studies as part of the 
administrative record. 
 
Response:  As requested, Exhibits A and B of the GPA comments (Dr. Humphrey’s reports) will be 
included in the administrative record for the SHEP. 
 
Page 19 
 
767-MM-21-EC14 
Comment:  In the Economic Appendix of the Draft GRR, the Corps analyzes the Regional Economic 
Development Benefits of several counties surrounding Savannah Harbor including Chatham, Effingham, 
Bryan and Liberty Counties in the inner ring, and Screven, Bulloch, Candler, Evans, Tattnall, Long and 
McIntosh Counties in the outer ring. The counties in South Carolina bordering Savannah Harbor were not 
included in the analysis, and certainly the GPA believes that the Corps should include the South Carolina 
counties. Numerous South Carolinians are employed directly by the GPA and by companies doing 
business at or through the GPA facilities. The GPA believes the project will have a positive benefit on 
these neighboring counties in South Carolina, particularly on bordering Jasper and Hampton Counties, 
two of the most economically depressed counties in the state. 
 
Response:  An updated and expanded socioeconomic resources section for the SHEP EIS is included in 

the final document.  Output from the economic Impact Forecasting System Model has also been 

included to describe the project’s potential economic impacts to the local economy.  

Page 29 
 
767-MM-21-EV02 
Comment:  The proposed magnitude of acquisition and preservation of existing wetlands is significant 
and meets all legal requirements. At the recommendation of EPA Region 4, the Corps used its Standard 
Operating Procedures (“SOP”), which have been adopted by the natural resource agencies in Georgia, to 
evaluate impacts and calculate compensatory mitigation necessary to offset remaining project impacts 
for the 45, 46, 47, and 48-foot alternatives. Preservation of lands and existing wetlands bordering the 
refuge is necessary to offset remaining impacts for each of these depth alternatives. The Savannah 
District consulted with the Corps Center for Expertise for Ecosystem Restoration (the “CEER”) which 
confirmed the SOP was technically sound for use to determine the acreage needed for preservation to 
offset remaining project impacts. The proposed project mitigation plan also conforms to the new 
mitigation rule, jointly established by EPA and the Corps (published in the Federal Register on April 10, 
2008), and meets the requirements of 33 C.F.R. Part 332. 
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Response:  The District has evaluated the wetland impacts and proposed mitigation with respect to the 
Final Mitigation Rule (33 CFR Part 332).  Those findings are reported in Appendix C – Mitigation Planning, 
Section VII- Consideration of the USEPA/USACE Mitigation Rule.   
 
Page 39 
 
767-MM-21-EV03 
Comment:  The City of Savannah has a water intake on Abercorn Creek to obtain source water for its 
water supply treatment plant. The City of Savannah asked the Corps to conduct studies to confirm the 
SHEP would not cause elevations in chlorides at the Abercorn Creek water intake. The Corps conducted 
the requested studies and those studies confirm the SHEP will not have an adverse impact on water 
quality at the Abercorn Creek water intake. The worst case scenario predicted an increase of chloride 
concentration by 3 percent.  Although the worst-case scenario is not a risk to the City of Savannah, the 
City has disagreed with the methodology and modeling. As noted, the Corps continues to collect data 
and is conducting additional modeling and analysis at the request of the City of Savannah. These results 
and any further recommendations will be included in the Final Environmental Impact Statement. The 
Corps will monitor chloride levels in Abercorn Creek as part on the monitoring plan to determine if 
chloride levels rise beyond the model predictions. 
 
Response: As you are aware,the District collected additional recent data which was used   to update 
both the predictive tool and its assessment of potential project impacts to chloride levels in Abercorn 
Creek.  The updated analysis is included in the final reports.  This updated analysis indicates that 
construction of the SHEP would increase chloride levels at the City of Savannah’s water intake on 
Abercorn Creek during high tides and low flows.  Concerns associated with this increase in chlorides 
include an increase in lead corrosion in pipes and the formation of disinfection byproducts which would 
be caused by the need for the City to treat the water with more chlorine.  Lead and disinfection 
byproducts are both regulated by EPA in regards to drinking water.  Consequently, the FEIS includes the 
construction of a raw water storage impoundment which would allow the City to use this stored water 
in times of high chloride spikes.  The Monitoring Plan includes monitoring chloride levels at the City’s 
water intake before, during and after construction. 
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767-MM-21-EV04 
Comment:  Some agencies are concerned that the funds will not be available for adaptive management 
should changes in the project be necessary. The GPA has committed to set aside the local sponsor share 
for the program in a separate account so the funds are available if needed. The Corps will request the 
federal share of funds as needed during its routine budgeting process. However, since Congress directed 
the Corps to employ adaptive management on water resource projects, the GPA submits that federal 
funds should also be budgeted and set aside during construction to make changes in mitigation for the 
ecologically sensitive areas within the Savannah Harbor. 
 
Response:  The District appreciates the commitment made by the State to set aside its portion of the 
funds expected to be needed to carry out the Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plans.  The District 
intends to obtain its share of the expected Adaptive Management costs as the dredging occurs, so that 
they will be available if/when needed. 
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767-MM-21-EV05 
Comment:  The Corps proposes that post construction monitoring would continue for five years after the 
completion of construction. The GPA, however, requests extension of that monitoring program to a 
length more appropriate to determine estuarine trends, but within the limits prescribed by Congress as 
part of the Water Resources Development Act of 2007. 
 
Response:  The District revised the Monitoring Plan in the FEIS to include post-construction monitoring 
for a 10-year period.  During that time frame, the field data would be used in conjunction with the 
updated hydrodynamic and water quality models to evaluate the project’s performance and the success 
of its mitigation measures.  
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Georgia Department of Labor 
 
Comment:  Letter of support. 
 
Response:  Comment noted. 
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Georgia Department of Natural Resources Historic Preservation Division 
 
175 
Comment:  Please note that HPD requests hard copies of any future documentation provided for our 
review and comment.  If you have any questions, please contact Elizabeth (Betsy) Shirk, Environmental 
review Coordinator, at 404-651-6624 or via email at Elizabeth.shirk@dnr.state.ga.us 
 
Response:  Savannah District will comply with the request. 
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Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Coastal Resource Division 
 
Page 1 
 
762-BB-09-EV01, 762-BB-09-EV02, 762-BB-09-EV03 
Comment:  In general, the proposal to deepen the Savannah Harbor by dredging to any of its alternative 
depths, as described above, is consistent with the enforceable policies of the Georgia Coastal 
Management Program. The Georgia Coastal Management Program especially supports dredging the 
project to –48 feet mean low water, the recommended plan of the non-federal sponsor of the project, 
GaDOT. However, the disposition of dredge materials is not described with sufficient detail, clarity, or 
finality for a determination to be made at this time that the dredged material placement portion of the 
project is consistent with the enforceable policies of the Georgia Coastal Management Program. Also, 
Georgia DNR’s Environmental Protection Division and Wildlife Resource Division are submitting 
comments that will likely affect the GCMP’s final federal consistency determination letter. 
 
Response:  Concur.  The Corps is pleased that GA DNR-CRD agrees (in general) that the proposed action 
is consistent with the Georgia Coastal Management Program. 

The Corps acknowledges GA-DNR CRD’s support of the 48-foot depth alternative, the alternative 
recommended by the non-Federal sponsor. 

After receipt of this letter and others during the public comment period, and subsequent coordination 
with GA DNR-CRD and the City of Tybee Island, Georgia, the District has revised the dredged material 
placement plan for sediments excavated from the entrance channel.  The final reports show that  new 
work materials from the entrance channel would be deposited in previously-approved areas:  either in 
the Offshore Dredged Material Disposal Site or an upland confined disposal site. 
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762-BB-09-EV04 
Comment:  A particular concern at this time is that the described project would place new work dredge 
material in nearshore areas that could have adverse affects to the City of Tybee Island’s economic and 
environmental interests. The City has determined that new work dredge material proposed for 
placement is unsuitable for placement in state waters. The State supports Tybee’s position and finds that 
placement of dredge material at locations in state waters that would be adverse to the quality of the 
Tybee nearshore environment and/or its beach nourishment borrow site is not acceptable. 
 
Response:  The Corps acknowledges the position of both the City of Tybee Island and GA DNR-CRD.  
Based on input from both parties, the placement plan has been revised in the Final EIS.  All new work  
will be placed in previously-approved areas:  either in the Offshore Dredged Material Disposal Site or an 
upland confined disposal site. 

762-BB-09-EV05 
Comment:  Further, placement of new work dredge material in federal waters outside of the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Approved Ocean Dredge Material Disposal Site (ODMDS) is likely 
to cause long-term adverse impacts to marine habitat, commercial and recreational offshore fishing, and 
cultural resources. Enhanced fish habitat benefits will be short lived from placement at sites outside of 
the ODMDS. Prevailing currents will quickly dissipate the materials. The State’s experience with placing 
concrete rubble on offshore artificial reefs, as proposed, has been that the rubble quickly settles into the 
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sea floor without retaining the mounded sand beneath. Also, two unmarked structures exist in close 
proximity to proposed dredge disposal Site #11 and Site #12 (a plane and a vessel) that are currently 
targeted by anglers and could be negatively impacted by shifting dredge materials. Therefore, disposal 
at Sites #11 and #12 should not occur. It is unknown if other hard bottom habitats exist nearby which 
could also be negatively impacted by placement of dredge materials. 
 
Response:  After receipt of this letter and others during the public comment period, and subsequent 
coordination with GA DNR-CRD and EPA, the dredged material placement plan has been revised and 
Sites 11 and 12 have been removed from the proposed project.  The Final EIS  shows the revised 
sediment placement plan. 

762-BB-09-EV06 
Comment:  New work material from the Outer Channel Extension (Station -57+000B to Station -
98+600B, estimated volume = 4,652,033 cubic yards), located in Federal water but not proposed for 
beach replenishment, is expected to meet City of Tybee suitability criteria for nearshore placement (≤ 
10% fines and minimal marine clays). Nearshore placement and beneficial use of these materials would 
allow the Corps to accomplish several objectives stated in the DEIS: 
 
Response:  After receipt of this letter and others during the public comment period, and subsequent 
coordination with GA DNR-CRD and the City of Tybee Island, Georgia, the dredged material placement 
plan has been revised and placement of all sediments excavated from the entrance channel will be 
deposited in previously-approved areas:  either in the Offshore Dredged Material Disposal Site or an 
upland confined disposal site.  The new work material from Stations -57+000B to -98+600B had been 
proposed for beneficial use at Sites 11 and 12, but GA DNR-CRD, EPA, NOAA-Fisheries, and the City of 
Tybee Island indicated they did not concur with the proposed action.  As such, sediments from those 
reaches would be placed in the ODMDS.   

Since Sites 11 and 12 will no longer be used, the Base Plan (the plan that is most cost efficient and 
environmentally acceptable) for disposal of new work material from the entrance channel extension is 
to place those sediments into the ODMDS.  Placing these sediments in the nearshore sites (Site MLW 
200, Site MLW 500, ERDC Nearshore, Site 2, Site 2 Extension) as requested would exceed the costs of 
the Base Plan and thus require a separate cost-sharing sponsor. 

762-BB-09-EV07, 762-BB-09-EV08 

Comment:  The project GRR indicates that all future maintenance dredging will be performed by hopper 
dredge and in all probability taken to the ODMDS. Maintenance material excavated by hopper dredge 
having overflow capability that separates fine grained fractions could be highly suitable for both 
nearshore and potentially onshore placement on Tybee Island. The proposal notes that some 325,000 
cubic yards of sediment excavated annually between Stations -30+000B and -40+000B could be 
recovered and placed in a beneficial manner by a hopper dredge with pump-out capability. The City of 
Tybee Island has determined that this is acceptable and the State supports that determination and 
disposal alternative. Further, the possibility of beneficially using material from the Jones/Oysterbed area 
should be explored. 
 
Response:  In regards to maintenance of the completed project, the Base Plan for disposal of material 
from Stations 0+000 to 28+000 will be to place the material into the Jones Island/Oysterbed Island CDF.  
As provided for in the LTMS, the Base Plan for maintenance of the entrance channel will be to place the 
material into the ODMDS or Sites 2 and 3 adjacent to the entrance channel.   However, as also provided 
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for in the LTMS, suitable maintenance material from Stations 0+000 to 28+000 or the entrance channel 
could be placed into the nearshore off Tybee Island (Sites MLW 200, MLW 500, ERDC Nearshore, Site 2, 
Site 2 Extension) or directly on Tybee Beach.  The EPA has informed the District that any dredged 
material disposal site beyond the 3-mile line is considered an ocean dredged material disposal site which 
must be studied and approved pursuant to Section 103 of the MPRSA.  Consequently, there are no plans 
to use Sites 4, 5, and 6 at this time.  Sites 11 and 12 have been removed from consideration in view of 
the commenter’s opposition.   
 
The incremental cost of depositing these O&M sediments into the nearshore sites (MLW 200, MLW 500, 
ERDC Nearshore, Site 2, Site 2 Extension) or depositing this material directly on the beach is too great 
when compared to the benefit that would occur to warrant the additional Federal expenditure.   Placing 
these sediments in the nearshore as requested would exceed the costs of the Base Plan and thus require 
a separate cost-sharing sponsor. 
 
762-BB-09-EN01 
Comment:  Based on the above, the project’s compliance with the River and Harbor Development Act 
needs to be redressed. We believe that Outer Channel Extension new work dredged material, and 
Operation and Maintenance materials from Station –30+000B to –40+000B and Jones/Oysterbed 
(Station +28+000 to 0+000) are suitable for beach replenishment. To determine the feasibility of using 
these materials for beach replenishment, the costs or savings to the project, irregardless of how those 
costs might be met, must be identified and provided to the State. 
 
Response: The District provided this and other related information to the Coastal Resources Division in 
May 2011.  The table we provided showed the expected additional incremental dredging/deposition 
costs for depositing new work sediments from the outer end of the entrance channel in the nearshore 
area, rather than in the ODMDS as planned, is expected to be $9 per CY.   Additional costs would also be 
likely such as those necessary to obtain the environmental clearances for such placement if the Corps 
does not already have them, additional costs for engineering work (before and after surveys), 
mobilization and demobilization costs, and additional contract administration costs. 
 
The use of maintenance material from Stations +28+000 to 0+000 and Stations -30+000B to -40+000B 
for beach replenishment was addressed in a previous response.  The District’s Operation and 
Maintenance dredged material disposal plans comply with NOAA, EPA and Corps policy and regulations.  
Consequently, the District does not believe these plans conflict with the provisions of the Georgia River 
and Harbor Development Act.         
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Georgia Department of Natural Resources, Wildlife Resources Division 
 
Page 1 
 
764-BB-05-EV01, 764-BB-05-EV02, 764-BB-05-EV03 
Comment:  The EIS identifies the predicted impacts at alternative project depths from 44 to 48 feet and 
predicts the effectiveness of mitigation features at each depth. The National Economic Development Plan 
of 47' channel depth alternative and the maximum authorized depth alternative of 48' predict the loss of 
26.9% and 27.8% of the remaining critical striped bass habitat in the Savannah River estuary 
respectively. This loss is after all flow altering and dissolved oxygen mitigation features of plan 6a are in 
place. This reduction in critical striped bass habitat warrants further mitigation. Permanent loss of this 
critical habitat will likely preclude the restoration of a naturally self-sustaining population in the 
Savannah River and require annual stocking of 6 to 8 inch striped bass. The striped bass compensatory 
mitigation, as outlined in the Draft EIS, should be provided to Georgia DNR WRD prior to inner harbor 
dredging associated with the deepening project. Should post monitoring efforts show that more habitat 
was lost than predicted, then we would ask that the loss be calculated and mitigated using the same 
methodologies that were used to determine the initial 27.8% loss. 
 
Response:  The mitigation plan includes funding for additional stocking of Striped bass fingerlings to 
compensate for the loss in population expected to occur as a result of the reduced spawning, egg, and 
larval Striped bass habitats.  The schedule has been revised to provide for funding to be made available 
to the GA DNR earlier in the construction phase of the project.  The Monitoring and Adaptive 
Management Plan (Appendix D) provides for a study to be conducted during Years 2, 4, and 9 of the 
Post-Construction Monitoring to assess project impacts on Striped bass habitat.    

If monitoring efforts show that more striped bass habitat is lost than predicted, the Corps would 
coordinate with GA DNR-Wildlife Resources Division to determine an appropriate method to mitigate for 
the additional loss.  Adaptive management funds could be used for that purpose. 
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764-BB-05-EV04, 764-BB-05-EV05 
Comment:  Impacts to shortnose sturgeon remain after mitigation features are included. To compensate 
for this loss, a fish passage structure at the New Savannah Bluff Lock and Dam (NSBLD) and an earthen 
sill at the junction of Middle and Front River are proposed. The fish passage structure is intended to allow 
shortnose sturgeon to access historical spawning grounds above NSBLD. Although funds for monitoring 
the fish passage site have been allocated, no passage standards for shortnose sturgeon have been 
identified. A shortnose sturgeon passage standard would help to define success of the passage facility as 
well as guide any adaptive management measures implemented. The second part of mitigation proposed 
for shortnose sturgeon is the construction of an earthen sill at the junction of Middle and Front Rivers. 
Further clarification is needed as to the predicted effects of this proposed mitigation feature on 
additional saltwater intrusion up the Front River and sedimentation in the Middle River. 
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Response:  The goal of the fish passage structure (Off-channel Rock ramp) at NSBLD is to achieve at least 
75 percent upstream passage effectiveness for both Shortnose sturgeon and Atlantic sturgeon, at least 
85 percent downstream passage effectiveness, and cause no serious injury to sturgeon that come into 
contact with the passage or dam structures. These objectives are included in the Biological Opinion (BO) 
prepared by the NMFS. The Corps would monitor the passage of Shortnose sturgeon through the 
structure to ensure it performs as intended (EIS-Appendix D).   The Corps would coordinate with the 
Cooperating Agencies prior to construction to develop a detailed post-construction monitoring plan for 
Shortnose sturgeon passage at the New Savannah Bluff Lock and Dam.  

The Middle River sill would have produced minimal beneficial effects on SNS habitat in the estuary.  
Because of its low cost effectiveness, that feature has been removed from the project.  The project 
proposed in the FEIS does not include a sill in Middle River. 


